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The characteristics of cloud infrastructure

High Cost-Performance Ratio

Flexible Expansion

No need to buy a lot of proprietary
equipment to increase revenue

Linear expansion of IT resources, capacity
and scalability

Reduce initial investment, support re-usage
of old device and reduce risk

Simple capacity expansion, and no business
interruption during expansion process

Get better service with less investment

Simplify O&M
Reduce difficulty and complexity of O&M

Cloud

Advance risk alert

Agile Delivery
IT resources required for business are readily
available and responsive
Fast orchestration based on business model

Quick fault location and problem solving

Business Stability

Business Security

Uninterrupted business and high business continuity

Comprehensive security protection to ensure
no data leakage

Meet business needs for high performance

Provide differentiated security protection
based on business

No data loss during equipment failure

Sangfor aCMP, transforming HCI to aCloud

X86

X86

X86

Your One-Stop Solution for
Network Security & Cloud Computing

Features of Sangfor aCMP
Self-service portal
Respective portals for user and admin, all the operations such as resource application and workflow approval can be done on a web-based GUI

Multi-tenancy management
3 tiers of administration roles, every tenant includes tenant admin and tenant user, support tenant resource quota assignation, tenant’s network is
isolated to avoid security threats

Workflow approval
Admin is able to approve resource requests by users according to corresponding workflow process, support workflow customization.

Billing and metering
Resources consumed by each tenants and users can be billed and metered by pre-defined charge policy, billing reports can be exported with detailed
consumption record

Multi-cluster management
HCI clusters across different sites can be managed by aCMP in a centralized way to simplify O&M of multiple clusters

Visualized management
Each tenant can create its own network topology with the widely acclaimed “what you draw is what you get”, management of HCI is embedded into the
management console of aCMP

aCMP home page

Self-service portal
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Unparalleled values for your business
1 stop cloud solution
Both virtualization and cloud management are developed and optimized by Sangfor, customers can enjoy a single vendor solution without support
hassle

Massive TCO reduction
Based on the industry-leading HCI platform, aCMP vastly simplifies cloud infrastructure with only x86 servers and L2 switch, massively cutting capital and
operational cost

Rapid time to market
Orchestration and automation empowered by aCMP significantly reduce the time of resource provisioning, management and monitoring, enabling
unprecedented time to value for business

Focus on your business innovation
aCMP elevates your focus on business instead of your infrastructure, it is business-oriented so that you can innovate more on business

aCMP is the cloud management platform developed by Sangfor, it can be deployed on Sangfor HCI to transform the HCI platform to a true private
cloud. aCMP is license-controlled, please contact your local Sangfor sales representative for commercial information. To know more about aCMP
deployment, please refer to aCloud 5.8.6 user manual.

aCMP Deployment Wizard

